2020 Middlesex County Senior Citizen Art Contest Winners

Professional

PROFESSIONAL ACRYLIC
1st Place  Jeffery Cohen, Sewaren – *A World Worth Saving*
2nd Place  Shelley Phillips, Edison – *Little Italy Serenade*

PROFESSIONAL CRAFT
1st Place  Adrian Nicoara, South Brunswick – *Summer Flower*

PROFESSIONAL MIXED MEDIA
1st Place  Janice Fried, Metuchen – *Accept the Things You Cannot Change*

PROFESSIONAL OIL
1st Place  Jules Weber, Port Reading – *Breezy Beach Walk, Atlantic City*
2nd Place  Rong-Zeng Li, Piscataway – *Missing Life on Earth*

PROFESSIONAL PASTEL
1st Place  Mimi Yang, Edison – *Play in the Water*

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
1st Place  Harvey Levine, Edison – *Trapped*
2nd Place  Stan Pepka, Spotswood – *Pollinated*

PROFESSIONAL PRINT
1st Place  Marcia Shiffman, Highland Park – *Sheltered Peace #4*

PROFESSIONAL SCULPTURE
1st Place  Billy Geller, North Brunswick – *What Me Worry*
2nd Place  Ellen Rebarber, Highland Park – *Peaceful Vista*

PROFESSIONAL WATERCOLOR
1st Place  Grace Chiarella, Kendall Park - *Spin*
2nd Place  Ted Tharney, East Brunswick – *Farmer’s Market in Harborside Park*

PROFESSIONAL WORKS ON PAPER
1st Place  Joseph Trapani, South Plainfield - *Moondog*
2nd Place  Judith Rosenstein, Highland Park – *With Liberty and Justice For All*
Non-Professional

**NON-PROFESSIONAL ACRYLIC**
1st Place  Marjorie Behrens, Avenel – *Dawn Reflections*
2nd Place  Martin Graifer, Monroe Twp. – *Fire Tower, Johnson Park #3*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL CRAFT**
1st Place  Sueann Dan, Piscataway – *Serendipity*
2nd Place  Donald O’Brien, Piscataway – *Fantasy Island*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL (COMPUTER) ARTS**
1st Place  Larry McCandlish, Highland Park – *Unmasked 2020*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL MIXED MEDIA**
1st Place  Bertha Lin, East Brunswick – *Six Horses*
2nd Place  Margaret Petroski, Milltown – *Stunned*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL OIL**
1st Place  Vimala Arunachalam, Plainsboro - *Untitled*
2nd Place  Daniel Meyer, Piscataway – *Double Personality*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL PASTEL**
1st Place  Audrey Roth, Monroe Twp. – *Out of My Way*
2nd Place  Meredith Lyndon, Avenel – *Ripe Pear*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY**
1st Place  Lynn Padwee, Monroe Twp. – *Just Relaxing*
2nd Place  Richard Doerr, South Plainfield – *Reflection at Sunset*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL SCULPTURE**
1st Place  Irene Eisenberg, Monroe Twp. – *Handsome Male*
2nd Place  Josef Kogan, Highland Park – *Thinking System*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL WATERCOLOR**
1st Place  Ann Russomano, Colonia - *Just a Wreck*
2nd Place  Suzanne Selover, South Amboy - *Dream Boat*

**NON-PROFESSIONAL WORKS ON PAPER**
1st Place  Robert Boyce, Metuchen – *Notre Dame (Before Fire)*
2nd Place  Birute Donovan, Monroe Twp. - *Shabani (Western Lowland Gorilla)*
Honorable Mention

PROFESSIONAL ACRYLIC
Freda Rhodes, East Brunswick – A Senior Moment

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Edward Hughes, Photography – Optical Illusions

PROFESSIONAL WATERCOLOR
Morton Farrah, Highland Park – Three Gals

NON-PROFESSIONAL ACRYLIC
Tom Coughlin, Carteret – Augusta in Bloom
Marleny Jaskula, Fords – Mi Vida en Hojas

NON-PROFESSIONAL MIXED MEDIA
Diane Reh, Highland Park - Mary